
Church Fenton – RAF Camp Circular 
This is a walk of just over 4 miles (6.8Km) and being a circular can be joined at any point. Please  

follow the map in a clockwise direction. 

(A) This is the main start/finish point and is the telephone box across the road to the White 
Horse pub. Head East from here towards the Chapel for about 350 metres. 

(B) At Northfield Lane turn up it and head North 
(C) At the fingerpost turn right, East, towards the RAF camp fence. Keeping the hedge on your 

left. 
(D) Continue in same direction as waymarker arrow. 

(E) Turn left, North, at this point for approximately 250metres ,pass between the hedge and the 
garden fence, keeping hedge on your left. 
(F) Follow track slightly uphill to ditch. 

(G) Continue on to road. 
(H) Turn right heading South back to Church Fenton. 

(I) After about a 1 Km turn towards Ryther, East, at Oakdene corner. 
(J) About 100 metres on your right a tractor track can be seen going into field at an angle. At 

this point head for the conifer trees on your right, where the tops have been chopped down. 
Aim to the immediate right of this. You will have to walk round static caravan as this is on 

the path. When you reach the trees turn left (about 135 degrees) and continue on to the left 
hand side, East, of the paddock. Ignore the stile in the corner as this illegal. Continue on to 

Nanny Lane. 
(K) Turn left, East, here and continue for about 300 metres to Hall Lane on your right. 

Take care crossing the road here. 
(L) After the fingerpost follow the path round the small paddock, keeping fence on your right. 

Just after a small container, near some pallets, the path turns left, South, keeping the 
paddock fence on your left, East, for about 500 metres. 

(M) Where the fence turns left, you turn right, West. Follow field edge path keeping hedge on 
your left, for about 100metres arriving at a footbridge. Cross over this. 

(N) Continue Westerly in the field until eventually you turn leftish and join the bank of Carr 
Dyke. Keep quite, and eyes peeled here as there are water voles in this dyke. 

(O) Follow along dyke side until you reach a footbridge. Do not cross over it. 
(P) The path then head fractionally North of East, about 80 degrees,then North to the left hand 

side of a paddock 
(Q) Follow the paddock round, keeping fence on your left, then follow path, until you arrive at a 

bomb hole and weeping willow tree. 
(R) At this point turn left, West, and head towards the Church. 

(S) At Lovers Bridge continue on to Church. 
(T) Just before the Church wall, turn right for about 50 metres to a waymarker post. 

(U) At this point aim approximately to the right hand side of the pointed roofed green house, 
Pass through the squeeze stile ,turn left, then go over the cattle grid. 

(V) Turn left here and you are back home. 
Congratulations  you have just completed the RAF Camp Circular. 



Please report all problems, ploughing ,cropping, or obstructions to  
paths@northyorks.gov.uk 

Tel -0845-034-95-99 
Or PROW’s Team Leader 

Aidan.Rayner@northyorks.gov.uk 
Tel-01609-533077 Mobile 07715-747297. 

Or kennytekt@Hotmail.com 
Tel-01937-557100. 

 
 


